Hidradenitis suppurativa: from pathogenesis to diagnosis and treatment
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Abstract: Hidradenitis suppurativa (HS) is a chronic inflammatory skin disease primarily affecting apocrine gland-rich areas of the body and presenting with painful nodules, abscesses, sinus tracts, and scarring. HS is a multifactorial disease in which genetic and environmental factors play a key role. The primary defect in HS pathophysiology involves follicular occlusion of the folliculopilosebaceous unit, followed by follicular rupture, and immune responses (perifollicular lympho-histiocytic inflammation), finally leading to the development of clinical HS lesions. HS has a destructive impact on the patient’s quality of life, being a very challenging disease. Available treatments are limited, mostly off-label and with high variability in the reported efficacy. Fortunately, a monoclonal antibody against tumor necrosis factor alpha has been recently approved for treatment of moderate to severe HS, offering patients a promising new option. This review focuses on the main features of HS, including epidemiology, clinical aspects, pathogenesis, severity classifications, comorbidities, and currently available treatments.
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Introduction

Hidradenitis suppurativa (HS) is a chronic, inflammatory, debilitating skin disease characterized by recurrent, painful, nodules and abscesses that rupture, leading to the formation of sinus tracts and scarring.1 Lesions usually affect apocrine gland-bearing anatomical areas of the body. HS typically occurs after puberty, with the average age of onset in the second or third decades of life and with a female predominance.2 Onset after menopause is rare, but isolated case reports have described HS development in pubertal subjects experiencing premature adrenarche.3 Due to its chronic nature and frequently occurring relapses, HS has a great impact on the patient’s quality of life, deeply affecting social, working, and psychological aspects.1 The exact prevalence of HS remains unknown: in Europe, several studies have estimated a prevalence of 1% in the general population4,5 and of 4% in young adult women,6 whereas epidemiological data from American surveys reported a prevalence between 0.05% and 0.20%.7,8 As there is no biological or pathological test to facilitate diagnosis, HS is defined only by its clinical features and its chronicity.

Early diagnosis is very important for HS patients in order to ensure the best possible course of this stigmatizing and painful disease and to reduce the number of working days lost through sickness and HS-related healthcare issues. However, HS diagnosis generally occurs after an average 7-year delay.9 Due to the peculiar clinical aspects of HS, non-dermatologists such as primary care physicians and surgeons are often the...
first providers to see HS patients and may have difficulty identifying the condition, even if the clinical presentation is typical and a reliable diagnosis can be made based on simple questions.10

This review highlights the main features of HS in order to increase the awareness of this disease, avoid delay in diagnosis, and ensure prompt disease management.

**Etiology and pathogenesis**

The exact etiology of HS is still unproven. In the last few years, numerous studies hypothesized that the disease is triggered by genetic and environmental factors (Figure 1).1,7,11–13 Cigarette smoking, obesity, and overweight are eminent environmental risk/trigger factors in HS development.5 At the same time, the importance of genetic factors is highlighted by studies showing that 30%–40% of HS patients reported a family history of HS.5,14,15 Moreover, familial forms of HS following an autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance with 100% penetrance have been described in different populations, being linked to mutations in subunits of the gamma-secretase proteins (up to 5% of HS cases).16–18

The primary defect in HS pathophysiology involves occlusion and subsequent inflammation of the hair follicle; these conditions, together with both innate and adaptive immune dysregulation, are necessary to initiate the development of clinical HS.19 Bacterial infection and colonization are considered a secondary pathogenic factor that can worsen HS. Follicular occlusion leads to dilatation followed by rupture, resulting in the follicular contents, including keratin and bacteria, spilling into the surrounding dermis and inducing a vigorous chemotactic response from neutrophils and lymphocytes. The inflammatory cellular infiltrate causes abscess formation, leading to the destruction of the pilosebaceous unit and eventually of other adjacent adnexal structures.1,11,20–23 Other factors that may contribute to HS include altered expression of antimicrobial peptides’ abnormal secretion of apocrine glands, abnormal invaginations of the epidermis leading to sinus tract formation, and deficient numbers of sebaceous glands.24–30

The basis for follicular occlusion in HS is yet to be fully defined. Melnik and Plewig recently proposed the concept of HS as an auto-inflammatory disease characterized by dysregulation of the gamma-secretase/Notch pathway.31,32 Appropriate Notch signaling is of pivotal importance for maintaining the inner and outer root sheath of the hair follicle and skin appendages. Deficiency in the Notch signaling pathway results in conversion of hair follicles to keratin-enriched epidermal cysts, compromises apocrine gland homoeostasis, and leads to the stimulation of toll-like receptor (TLR)-mediated innate immunity, supporting and maintaining

![Figure 1](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Figure 1** Hidradenitis suppurativa pathophysiology: a schematic overview.

**Abbreviations:** TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor-α; IL, interleukin.
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chronic inflammation. In support of this hypothesis, elevated levels of several pro-inflammatory cytokines, most notably tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, interleukin (IL)-1β, and IL-17, have been observed in HS lesions. Altered TLRs signaling on macrophages and dendritic cells (DCs), the most abundant cells in HS lesions, produces increased amounts of these cytokines, leading to activation of DCs, which secrete IL-23 promoting Th17 cell polarization (IL-17-producing T helper cells were found to infiltrate the dermis in chronic HS lesions). In particular, one of the major actors in HS pathogenesis is TNF-α, whose overexpression has been observed in lesional and perilesional skin of HS, together with a positive correlation with disease severity. Hence, it is clear that HS is a follicular disease showing some defect in keratin clearance, with resultant follicular occlusion, where defective innate cellular immunity plays an important role.

Although HS is not primarily an infectious disease, the role of bacteria seems to be very important in HS pathophysiology. Follicular hyperkeratinization and occlusion result in the rupture of pilosebaceous units, releasing bacteria within the dermis and triggering a local inflammatory response and thereby sustaining chronic inflammation. In addition, colonies of specialized bacteria that are difficult to eradicate form bacterial biofilms that bind irreversibly to sinus tract epithelium and hair follicles, further sustaining chronic inflammation. A microbiological study of 102 HS lesions from 82 patients showed Staphylococcus lugdunensis to be the most prevalent species, found as a unique or predominant isolate in 58% of HS nodules and abscesses. Other common species dominating HS lesions included polymicrobial anaerobic microflora consisting of strict anaerobes, milleri group streptococci, and actinomycetes (found in 24% of abscesses or nodules and in 87% of chronic suppurating lesions).

Clinical aspects

In general, HS is localized in the apocrine gland-bearing areas of the body such as axillae, inguinal and anogenital regions, perineum, and inframammary area of female patients (although aberrant lesions may occur in the waist, abdomen, specially periumbilical region, and thorax). The sites affected by HS correspond not only to the location of apocrine glands but also to the location of terminal hair follicles dependent on low androgen concentrations. HS is initially characterized by the presence of tender subcutaneous nodules (commonly indicated as “boils” or “pimples”) (Figures 2 and 3). Up to 50% of patients report a burning or stinging sensation, pain, pruritus, warmth, and/or hyperhidrosis, 12–48 hours before an overt nodule occurs. Mean duration of a single painful nodule is 7–15 days. With time, the nodules may rupture, resulting in painful, deep dermal abscesses. After rupture, the lesions often extrude a purulent, foul-smelling discharge. With disease progression, draining sinus tracts, fibrosis, and scarring can be observed.

Primary HS lesions may also present as painful and/or tender erythematous papules <1 cm in diameter, as dermal contractures and rope-like elevation of the skin, or as double-ended comedones. Follicular papules and pustules may be seen in areas associated with HS as well as in other areas; they do not constitute a diagnostic clue for HS. On the but-
alopecia, mild to moderate psoriasis, and several other dermatologic conditions. HS patients experience a quality of life worse than that of patients with other diseases by the age of onset and by the characteristic locations of the lesions. Diagnosis of HS is made by clinical observation, and a biopsy is rarely needed. HS can easily be differentiated from other diseases by the age of onset and by the characteristic locations of the lesions. Table 1 presents the primary differential diagnoses of HS.

### Classification and severity assessment

A clinically relevant staging and disease severity assessment are essential for the development of evidence-based treatments. There are several scoring systems for the assessment of disease severity of HS, including Hurley staging, HS Physician’s Global Assessment (PGA), the modified Sartorius score (MSS), and HS Severity Index (HSSI). Each of these assessments has both advantages and limitations in daily practice; to date, there is no gold standard.

### Hurley staging system

This is the simplest and most widely used instrument for HS classification in routine clinical practice. It classifies HS into three stages: 1) stage I: abscess formation, single or multiple, without sinus tracts and cicatrization; 2) stage II: recurrent abscesses with tract formation and cicatrization, single or multiple, widely separated lesions; and 3) stage III: diffuse or near-diffuse involvement, or multiple interconnected tracts and abscesses across the entire area. Although the system is fast and easy, Hurley classification is not suitable for monitoring the efficacy of therapeutic interventions in clinical trials, since the classification is not quantitative.

### MSS

This is a more detailed and dynamic classification system, based on the counting of individual nodules and fistulas within seven anatomical regions. The system, which was developed by Sartorius et al and later modified, is the first disease-specific instrument for dynamically measuring clinical severity of HS. Calculating MSS requires measuring the longest distance between two lesions of the same type within each anatomical region and applying predetermined weights to specific types of lesion characteristics. Disadvantages of the MSS are that the system is time consuming and sometimes difficult to interpret; consequently, MSS is not optimal for evaluating inflammatory manifestations in clinical practice or trials.

### HS-PGA

HS-PGA is relatively easy to use and is frequently used to measure clinical improvement in clinical trials of medical treatments. It classifies HS severity by counting the number of abscesses, fistulas, and inflammatory and noninflammatory nodules in all skin areas. The system describes six disease stages, increasing in severity on a scale from 1 to 6 (from stage 1: clear, no inflammatory or noninflammatory nodules to stage 6: severe, >5 abscesses or draining fistulas). However, a serious limitation of HS-PGA is that patients could experience clinically important improvement but not gain a meaningful reduction in their HS-PGA score, as patients in the most severe category may show marked heterogeneity.

### HSSI

HSSI is another HS-specific severity index. This score incorporates categorical objective parameters with categorical subjective parameters: body surface area involved, number of skin lesions, pain severity (determined through a visual analog scale), and drainage (determined by the number of dressing changes/working hours). HSSI scores ≥13 indicate severe disease, scores between 8 and 12, moderate disease, and scores between 0 and 7, mild disease.

### Table 1 Differential diagnosis of hidradenitis suppurativa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Differential diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Common abscess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbuncles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furunculosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infected Bartholin’s gland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflamed epidermal cysts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilonidal cyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrotuloderm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actinomycosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphogranuloma venereum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crohn’s disease</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comorbidities
Recent studies have proposed defining HS as a systemic disease linked to several comorbidities.59-62 Observed comorbidities fall into different classes: obesity and metabolic syndrome (MetS), depression, and inflammatory bowel disease (IBD).63 Rates of obesity in HS range from 12% to 88%, depending on the population. HS disease severity is associated with an elevated body mass index (BMI).64-66 In recent studies, obese patients with HS showed dysregulated adipokine levels;16,67 in these patients, macrophages in visceral fat could secrete increased levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as TNF-α and IL-1β, which could then exacerbate HS disease activity.68

HS patients are at higher risk of MetS and its components. Sabat et al reported an odds ratio (OR) of 4.46 for MetS comparing HS patients with healthy controls; similarly, in this patient population, OR values for central obesity, hypertriglyceridemia, hypo-HDL-cholesterolemia, and hyperglycemia were 5.88, 2.24, 4.56, and 4.09, respectively.69 Hence, it is not surprising that HS patients have also shown an increased cardiovascular risk and adverse cardiovascular outcomes in both controls and patients with severe psoriasis.69,70 Therefore, clinicians should take into account that HS patients may have ≥1 undiagnosed components of MetS, despite their youth, and initiate appropriate targeted screening. Patients affected by HS may benefit from early dietary interventions aimed at the metabolic comorbidities that may predispose the patient to HS itself, with weight reduction being a secondary benefit.

Patients with HS have a higher risk of developing depression. A cross-sectional study involving 9,619 patients found a higher prevalence of depression (5.9%) in HS patients relative to controls.71 In another study, the Dermatology Life Quality Index value was significantly higher for HS patients than for the control patients (8.4±7.5 vs 4.3±5.6; P<0.0001).72

Patients with HS also have a higher prevalence of gastrointestinal disease. The prevalence of IBD is 4–8 times higher in HS patients than in the general population, although there is no association with any distinct HS subtype.69 Moreover, compared to the general population, patients with IBD are 9 times more likely to develop HS (incidence rate ratio of 8.9).73 Perianal disease is the most common feature in patients with both HS and Crohn disease, while the majority of ulcerative colitis patients who developed HS did so after colectomy, in the setting of pouchitis.74 HS has also been reported to be associated with pyoderma gangrenosum (PG) which is also frequently linked to IBD.75 A multicenter retrospective study conducted in 2010 reported 11 cases of patients with HS and PG: HS usually predated PG with a mean time of 2.5 years prior to PG often having a severe, refractory course.75 Moreover, three syndromes with PG and HS are reported in the literature. Each of these syndromes consists of the triad of PG, acne conglobata, and HS, and are differentiated clinically by the presence/absence and/or type of articular involvement: PAPASH (PG, acne, HS, and pyogenic arthritis), PASS (PG, acne conglobata, HS, and axial spondyloarthropathy), and PASH (PG, acne conglobata, and HS).76 Other rheumatologic conditions may also be linked to HS.76,77 A multicenter, observational study of 640 patients with HS showed that 184 (28.8%) had musculoskeletal symptoms, 43 (6.9%) had evidence of arthritis, enthesitis, or inflammatory back pain, and 24 (3.7%) were diagnosed with spondyloarthropathy after evaluation by X-ray, magnetic resonance, and a rheumatologist.76 Usually, HS preceded joint pain in 90% of cases by a mean of 3.6 years. In a retrospective study of 29 cases of HS and spondyloarthropathy, involvement of axial (69%) and peripheral (86%) joints was common with the knee being reported as the most frequently affected peripheral joint (59%).77 An association between rheumatologic joint conditions, namely spondyloarthropathies, and synovitis, arthritis, pustulosis, hyperostosis, osteitis syndrome has also been seen in conjunction with HS.70,76 Moreover, due to common shared etiopathogenetic factors such as follicular occlusion from infundibular hyperkeratosis and follicular epithelium hyperplasia, HS has also been possibly reported in conjunction with other follicular occlusion disorders like acne conglobata, dissecting cellulitis of the scalp, and sinus pilonidalis,78 creating the follicular occlusion tetrad: HS, acne conglobata, dissecting cellulitis, and pilonidal cysts.78

Finally, as regards HS-related malignancies risk, squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) has been reported to possibly arise within or neighboring HS lesions (from 1% to 3.1% of evaluated HS patients).79 The risk seems to be more frequent in gluteal, perianal, and perineal areas due to chronic inflammation of HS, impaired cellular immunity, and the presence of the human papillomavirus.80 Therefore, clinicians should raise their index of suspicion for this malignancy and lower their biopsy threshold in HS patients to prevent or minimize SCC metastasis especially when ulcerative lesions, chronic wounds, nodules, or ulcerative nodules arise and do not show response to common antibiotic or immunosuppressive treatments used in HS patients.

Treatment
HS treatment choices should be determined by disease severity and its individual subjective impact. The degree of HS
clinical involvement is usually ascertained according to the three-stage Hurley system described above.55

Topical antibiotics
Clindamycin is the only antibiotic that has been studied as a topical agent for HS.81,82 The most significant effect was seen with superficial lesions (folliculitis, papules, and pustules); in contrast, the treatment efficacy was poor with deep lesions (nodules and abscesses). As a topical treatment, clindamycin seems to be indicated only in localized Hurley stage I or mild stage II disease.11

Systemic treatments
Systemic treatment is indicated when more severe or widely spread lesions are present (moderate to severe disease).11

Clindamycin–rifampicin
In widespread Hurley stage I or mild stage II disease, the combined use of systemic clindamycin and systemic rifampicin (300 mg of clindamycin b.i.d. given in combination with rifampicin [600 mg daily given as either 1 or 2 doses] for 10 weeks) has proved beneficial, with variable results.83–87 In a study conducted by van der Zee et al, 47% of HS patients receiving systemic clindamycin/rifampicin treatment reported total remission after 10 weeks, while an additional 35% of subjects experienced at least some improvement, whereas another survey reported that 70/116 patients (~70%) had significant improvement after 10 weeks of treatment.53,85 A very recent, prospective, hospital-based study reported clinical response in 19 patients (73%) after 12 weeks of treatment, supporting the efficacy and tolerability of this combination therapy. Response was associated only with female sex and not with BMI, Hurley stage, or lesion location. The authors also reported that there was sustained efficacy in 7 (41%) patients at the 1-year follow-up, whereas 10 subjects (59%) had disease relapse after a mean time of 4.2 months.87

Tetracycline
Tetracycline (500 mg b.i.d.) has not proven effective compared to topical clindamycin in widespread Hurley stage I or mild stage II disease.52

Rifampicin–moxifloxacin–metronidazole
Rifampicin 10 mg/kg once daily, moxifloxacin 400 mg daily, and metronidazole 500 mg t.i.d. for 6 weeks followed by rifampicin–moxifloxacin therapy has been shown to be effective, with 16 of 28 patients (57.1%) with long-lasting refractory HS achieving complete remission and 14 of 16 patients (87.5%) with Hurley stage I or II disease achieving complete remission.88

Ertapenem
A study showed that ertapenem 1 g daily intravenously for 6 weeks was able to decrease the median Sartorius score from 49.5 to 19.0, reflecting a significant decrease in the number and clinical severity of active HS areas in a group of 30 patients with severe HS. Altogether, 67% (29/43) and 26% (13/50) of Hurley stage I and II patients’ body areas reached clinical remission after ertapenem, respectively.89

Acitretin
Acitretin is indicated for early HS stages (Hurley I or mild II); however, it seems reasonable that this medication could also be advocated in the chronic stages of HS with recurrent abscesses with sinus tracts (even interconnected) and/or scarring.90–93 Daily doses of 0.25–0.88 mg/kg for 3–12 months have been used in studies concerning acitretin therapy in HS patients.90,91 Studies involving acitretin treatment comprised in total 46 patients, reporting a moderate to high response rate with significant improvements in 28 of 46 subjects (60.9%) after therapy.92–97 However, a recent 5-year retrospective study conducted in a tertiary medical center (14 patients) showed that acitretin monotherapy was ineffective for the treatment of Hurley stage II–III HS with acitretin being more effective when used as an adjuvant to other systemic medications.92

Cyclosporine A
Beneficial effects of cyclosporine are reported in limited cases.98–100 A recent exploratory 4-year retrospective review performed at three departments of dermatology with a special interest in HS showed that 9/18 (50%) patients treated with cyclosporine reported some benefit (mainly slight improvement).101 Therefore, use of cyclosporine should be reserved for cases where failure of response to standard first-, second-, and third-line therapies occurs until further evidence is available.11

Dapsone
Several studies involving oral dapsone have been published with mixed results.102–104 The most important study was conducted in 2011. It involved 24 HS patients with reported improvement in only 38% of cases, and none of the 4 cases with severe disease experiencing any kind of improvement. Rapid recurrence of disease at the cessation of treatment occurred.102 Thus, it seems that dapsone may be best used in
stage I or sometimes in mild stage II patients, preferably in combination with other agents.

**Isotretinoin**

The results of isotretinoin therapy in HS have not been encouraging. Several studies showed that oral isotretinoin has only little effect on HS (eg, in a retrospective study on 358 patients, Soria et al showed that only 16.1% of patients experienced any improvement). Clinical, Cosmetic and Investigational Dermatology downloaded from https://www.dovepress.com/ by 54.70.40.11 on 12-Aug-2018

Particularly, 307 and 326 patients were enrolled in PIO-

**Biologics**

Recent studies have shown that adalimumab and infliximab, two different monoclonal antibodies against TNF-α, are effective in the treatment of moderate to severe HS (Hurley II–III), with improvement in the patient’s quality of life, with adalimumab being more tolerable. As regards infliximab, a cumulative response rate of 58% (improvement ≥50% in 42 patients) has been reported in case reports with 73 patients with moderate to severe HS. Only a single randomized controlled trial (RCT), Phase II crossover study on 38 HS patients treated with infliximab was published in 2010 and no additional Phase III RCT studies have been published so far.

Infliximab (5 mg/kg body weight) is administered intravenously over a period of 2 hours on day 0, 2, 6, and then regularly every 8 weeks. There are different rates of response to adalimumab reported in case series and in a current, prospective controlled study. Adalimumab, a human monoclonal antibody that binds to and neutralizes TNF-α, is the first Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved treatment for moderate to severe HS in adults. Administration of adalimumab with a cumulative response rate of 58% (improvement ≥50% in 23 patients) has been reported in case reports with 42 patients with moderate to severe HS. Two Phase III, randomized, double-blind clinical trials (PIONEER I and PIONEER II) to assess the safety and efficacy of adalimumab in the treatment of patients with moderate–severe HS were recently completed. Both the studies were multicentered, 36-week trials with two double-blind, placebo-controlled periods (12-week period 1 and 24-week period 2). In period 1, patients were randomly assigned in a 1:1 ratio to 40 mg of adalimumab weekly or matching placebo for 12 weeks. In period 2, patients were reassigned to adalimumab at a weekly or every-other-week dose or to placebo for 24 weeks.

Conclusion

HS is a chronic inflammatory skin disease that can have a debilitating effect on a patient’s social activities, work activities, and overall quality of life. The disease is multifactorial, with interplay between multiple genetic, immunological, behavioral, and endocrine factors playing a key role in its development. HS can greatly impact patients’ quality of life and social and work activities due to frequent disease relapses with painful and foul-smelling lesions. Therefore, prompt treatment is required to reduce and limit HS burden. Nevertheless, therapeutic weapons against HS include several treatments; most of them are used off-label, with adalimumab being the only FDA-approved drug for moderate to severe HS. HS patients often need a multidisciplinary approach, incorporating both medical and surgical treatments in addition to lifestyle modification. HS remains a challenging
disease that is difficult to treat. Further studies are needed to ascertain whether certain genetic, clinical, or phenotypic factors may predict or guide treatments outcomes.
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